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Kingman retired to stud in 2014 after winning seven of his eight starts

Horse racing analysis: Kingman's best progeny
and horses to follow
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Adam Houghton discusses the stud career of
Kingman, who looks set to re-establish his status as
a top-class stallion after a couple of quieter years.
Fast start crucial as ever
Kingman’s first crop to reach the racecourse in 2018 certainly wasn’t
greeted with the same feverish anticipation which had surrounded the
first two-year-olds by his Banstead Manor studmate Frankel two years
earlier, but it’s fair to say that he too hit the ground running as a sire.

Like Frankel, Kingman’s first runner was a winner when Calyx (trained,
like his sire, by John Gosden) made a successful debut, running away
with a novice event at Newmarket by five lengths (Gosden had trained
Frankel’s first runner Cunco, also a winner first-time-out). He also
achieved the rare feat for a newcomer of recording a Timeform rating
in excess of 100.
Calyx looked every inch a pattern performer in the making and, turned
out just 10 days later in the Coventry Stakes, he duly took the step up in
grade in his stride with another decisive success, beating the
subsequent Phoenix Stakes winner Advertise by a length despite
racing on the disadvantageous stand side.
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Calyx proved to be just the first to appear from a highly promising first
crop for Kingman which also included two other winners of note in the
Khalid Abdullah colours, Sangarius, fourth in the Dewhurst Stakes after

Marble Sands

winning his first two starts, including a Listed race at Doncaster, and
Headman, a colt from the family of Enable, who made a most

Highstakesplayer

impressive debut at Newcastle late in the year.

Iron Bridge

Kingman’s other good winners included the Andre Fabre-trained
Persian King, who beat the subsequent Vertem Futurity Trophy winner
Magna Grecia in the Autumn Stakes, and the Listed-winning fillies
Poetry and Look Around.
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After such a good start, Kingman’s fee was raised from £55,000 to
£75,000 for 2019. His first runners conceived at that fee are the twoyear-olds we see today, a group which could well have a star or two
among them judged on recent results.

Not all plain sailing
More on them shortly, but first it’s worth reflecting on the years
immediately after Kingman’s early success with the likes of Calyx and
Persian King. It certainly hasn’t been all plain sailing since he featured
among the leading first-season sires in Britain and Ireland in 2018
(ranked third by number of winners and second by total prize money).
The early signs were good as Kingman’s first crop continued to make
the headlines in 2019. Persian King won the Poule d'Essai des Poulains
to become his sire’s first Group/Grade One winner, while King of
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Comedy very nearly doubled that tally when beaten just a neck in the
St James’s Palace Stakes having previously won the Listed Heron
Stakes.
Persian King takes the French 2000 Guineas
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Persian King takes the French 2000 Guineas

Headman created an excellent impression when securing back-toback Group Two victories in France, winning the Prix Eugene Adam
and the Prix Guillaume d'Ornano, while Calyx (Pavilion Stakes), Nausha
(Musidora Stakes) and Sangarius (Hampton Court Stakes) all won in
Group Three company.
Calyx, who after the Coventry didn’t race again at two due to a bone
injury, looked champion sprinter material when making a successful
reappearance in the Pavilion, shooting clear in the final furlong to land
the spoils by four lengths. However, he then met with defeat for the
first time in the Sandy Lane Stakes before another injury curtailed his
career.
Roseman is another member of that first crop who deserves a
mention. After winning a Listed race at Newmarket on his final start as
a three-year-old, he then took his form up another notch the following
year when filling the runner-up spot in the Queen Elizabeth Stakes II
Stakes, earning a Timeform rating of 125 which puts him right up there
among Kingman’s best progeny.

Pier leads the way on ratings

2h

That list is headed by Palace Pier, a member of Kingman’s second crop
who was unbeaten in two starts as a two-year-old in 2019 and went on
to win no fewer than five times at the top level, notably winning the St
James’s Palace Stakes and the Prix Jacques le Marois as a three-yearold.
Trained by Gosden, Palace Pier was following in the footsteps of his sire
who won the same two races back in 2014. Kingman was also
successful in the Irish 2000 Guineas and the Sussex Stakes that year as
he completed a Group One four-timer after suffering the only defeat of
his illustrious career in the 2000 Guineas.
Whilst Kingman was retired to stud after a throat infection ruled him
out of the rest of his three-year-old campaign, Palace Pier came back
for more as a four-year-old and proved himself the best older miler in
training with victories in the Lockinge Stakes, the Queen Anne Stakes
and the Prix Jacques le Marois (for the second year in a row).
Special racehorse! Palace Pier goes back-to-back in the Prix Jacques…
Jacques…

Special racehorse! Palace Pier goes back-to-back in the Prix Jacques Le Marois 🌟

The other star performer in Kingman’s second crop was the Chad
Brown-trained Domestic Spending, who became his sire’s third
individual Group/Grade One winner when winning the Hollywood
Derby in 2020. He wasn’t finished there either as he returned the
following year to win the Turf Classic Stakes and the Manhattan Stakes.
The pick of the two-year-olds in Kingman’s second crop included
Boomer, who won the Group Three Prestige Stakes, and the Listed
winners Alligator Alley and Summer Romance.
Sinawann was Group Two-placed at two and later developed into a
very smart performer, notably winning the Group Three Amethyst
Stakes, while Kinross looked something out of the ordinary when
making a winning debut at Newmarket at two. It took him a while to
fulfil his promise, but he is now a fixture in pattern company and won
the Group Two Lennox Stakes last year.

Stud fees doubled for 2020
It might have taken some longer than others to flourish, but the
Juddmonte team had already seen enough by the end of the 2019
campaign to be confident that in Kingman they had another top-class
stallion on their hands, hence the decision to double his fee to
£150,000 for 2020.

Incidentally, Kingman’s fee has remained the same for the last couple
of years and in 2022 he ranked fourth among the most expensive sires
in the world, behind only Dubawi (£250,000), Frankel (£200,000) and
Into Mischief ($250,000/£185,000).
It’s lofty company indeed and the emphasis is on Kingman to keep
churning out the results to prove that he belongs there. That was
certainly the case heading into 2022 after a couple of middling years, at
least by the very high standards set by his first two crops.

Put simply, Kingman’s third and fourth crops have so far been unable
to replicate the success of those which came before them. The
previous table underlines that point when you consider that all but
one of Kingman’s 10 best horses to date came from either his first or
second crop.
The only exception is the Japanese-trained Schnell Meister, a highclass performer from Kingman’s third crop. He became his sire’s fourth
individual Group/Grade One winner in last year’s NHK Mile Cup and
was last seen filling the runner-up spot in the Yasuda Kinen in June.
In Britain and Ireland, Kingman’s third crop featured just one two-yearold who won at Listed level or above in 2020, namely the Roger
Charlton-trained Listed winner Love Is You.
Their achievements since then haven’t been much to write home
about either. Indeed, still the only member of that crop to have won in
Group company in Britain and Ireland is Megallan, twice a Group Three
winner in last year’s Sovereign Stakes and this year’s Diomed Stakes.
It’s been a similar story with Kingman’s fourth crop so far. Noble Truth,
trained by Charlie Appleby, is the standout among those trained in
Britain and Ireland, a Listed winner and Group One-placed as a twoyear-old in 2021. He has progressed further this year, gaining a second
Listed success at Newmarket in April before following up in the Group
Three Jersey Stakes.
Noble Truth has been very much in the minority, though, and it’s worth
focusing on Kingman’s overall results with his two-year-olds last year
which highlight the extent to which things dipped. For context,
Kingman sired only 11 individual two-year-old winners in Britain and
Ireland in 2021, down from 18 in 2018, 23 in 2019 and 24 in 2020.

READ: How do Baaeed and Frankel compare?

Kingman dip is far from usual
Of course, Kingman is far from alone in this regard and it’s common for
a stallion to go through a lull with their third and fourth crops. All eyes
are on them when they first retire to stud, but the novelty soon wears
off and breeders tend to turn their attentions to the new intake of
stallions each year in their search for value.
That leaves a stallion in their third or fourth year at stud in the
bloodstock equivalent of purgatory, no longer a new recruit to the
breeding sheds but still waiting for those first runners to hit the track
to prove they have what it takes to make a success of their second
career.
It can happen to even the very best. Just look at Frankel, who was
crowned the leading sire in Britain and Ireland for the first time in 2021.
Frankel’s first crop to reach the racecourse in 2016 featured 15
individual two-year-old winners in Britain and Ireland, a total he
matched with his second crop in 2017. However, Frankel then endured
a quieter time with his two-year-olds over the next couple of years,
with nine winners in his third crop in 2018 and 10 winners in his fourth
crop in 2019.
It was only after breeders saw the success Frankel had with his first
two-year-olds that he stopped the slide. He then had 19 winners in his
fifth crop in 2020 (conceived in 2017 at a fee of £125,000) and 18
winners in his sixth crop in 2021 (conceived in 2018 at an increased fee
of £175,000).
It’s still relatively early days in 2022, but there is plenty of evidence to
suggest that Kingman’s fifth crop – conceived in 2019 after his first twoyear-olds had made such a big impression – could well be his best yet.

Names to note among current crop of juveniles
Kingman has already sired 10 individual two-year-old winners in Britain
and Ireland in 2022, headed by the Appleby-trained Noble Style (110p),
who made it two from two with a comfortable victory in a novice event
at Newmarket last week (watch the replay below).
It was good to see Noble Style back on track after a setback following
his debut win forced him to miss Royal Ascot and there should be
more to come from him as he gains in experience.
Only Bradsell (114p) is rated higher among the two-year-olds we’ve
seen so far this season and Noble Style, whom Godolphin bought for
525,000 guineas as a yearling, seems sure to be winning pattern races
sooner rather than later, perhaps even destined for the top of the twoyear-old tree by the end of the season.
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Appleby also trains Highbank (98P), a most impressive debut winner at
Newmarket last month, and Modern Dancer (85p), who looked a good
prospect in his own right when making a successful debut at
Doncaster in June. Both horses are likely to progress further, perhaps
significantly so in the case of Highbank, who was a 750,000-guineas
purchase as a yearling.

Tough Talk (103p) and Age of Kings (100) are both Group-placed in
Ireland already, while it’s surely just a matter of time before Epictetus
(100p) is making an impact in that company judged on his debut
success at Newmarket’s July Festival, just needing to be kept up to his
work late on to beat another promising son of Kingman, Leadman
(96p), by a length and a quarter.
Epictetus is trained by John and Thady Gosden, who also unleashed an
exciting daughter of Kingman last week when Commissioning (96P)
dismissed her rivals in a novice event at Newmarket, finding a good
turn of foot to land the spoils by three and a half lengths from the Sir
Michael Stoute-trained Prepense (83p), a full sister to Headman.
Commissioning will stay at least a mile and is open to significant
improvement.
Another to look out for is Prepense’s stablemate Nostrum (93p), who
made the perfect start to his career at Sandown last month despite
looking to be carrying condition and showing signs of greenness
beforehand. He proved rather more clued up in the race itself, just
needing to be pushed out to win by three lengths in the style of one
destined for bigger and better things.
Overall, Kingman’s two-year-olds to have run in Britain and Ireland so
far this season have an average Timeform rating of 78.72. That is up
from 72.51 in 2018, 75.48 in 2019, 73.35 in 2020 and 69.49 in 2021, so the
figures do nothing to dispel the theory that this could be Kingman’s
best crop of two-year-olds to date.

What does the next chapter hold?
Kingman reportedly has over 190 beautifully bred two-year-olds to
represent him this year, so there remains plenty we still haven’t even
seen yet.
The Gosdens' Clarehaven Stables is where several of them are based,
including a colt out of the 1000 Guineas winner Sky Lantern named
Apolo, a full sister to Calyx named Coppice, a half-brother to the
Lancashire Oaks winner Horseplay named Tony Montana and a halfbrother to the Fillies’ And Mares’ Stakes winner Journey named Torito.
Others to look out for include a daughter of Crystal Capella named A
Capella Queen, trained by Stoute (like her dam), and a son of Horseplay
named City of Kings who cost 350,000 guineas as a yearling. He is in

training with Appleby and has been declared in a maiden on Friday’s
card at Newmarket.
Later on this month, Noble Style is reportedly on course for the Group
Two Gimcrack Stakes at York’s Ebor Festival, while the Group Three
Solario Stakes at Sandown – a race Kingman won himself nearly nine
years ago – was nominated as a potential target for Highbank after his
debut win.
It certainly has the makings of a big month for Kingman and perhaps
an even bigger year as we wait for the next Palace Pier or Persian King
to emerge to consolidate his position among Europe’s elite in the
stallion ranks.
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Comparisons are starting to be made between Frankel (left) and Baaeed

Horse racing analysis: How does Baaeed
compare to Frankel on Timeform ratings?
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Adam Houghton underlines how comparisons
between Baaeed and Frankel – the greatest
racehorse in Timeform's history – are premature.
With a Timeform rating of 134, Baaeed certainly belongs in the
conversation when it comes to the best horses trained in Britain or
Ireland since the days of Frankel.
For context, only two horses have achieved a higher rating in the last
decade, namely Battaash, Timeform’s champion sprinter in 2017, 2018,
2019 and 2020, and Cracksman, a son of Frankel who won the
Champion Stakes by wide margins in both 2017 and 2018. Both horses
had a peak annual rating of 136.

It’s not just those past champions with whom Baaeed has drawn
comparisons this year, however.
No, some have dared to go one step further by mentioning Baaeed in
the same breath as Frankel himself, a debate which seemed to gain
more traction on social media last week after Baaeed had made it nine
from nine with victory in the Sussex Stakes at Goodwood.
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That was another impressive performance no doubt and one which
underlined Baaeed’s status as the dominant miler of his generation.
But as good as Frankel, the greatest racehorse in Timeform’s history
with a rating of 147?
Here we’ll explain why Baaeed is still some way behind Frankel on
Timeform ratings, with two key questions to bear in mind.
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Firstly, what did Frankel do to earn his Timeform rating of 147? And
secondly, what hasn’t Baaeed done yet to leave him on a Timeform
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rating of ‘just’ 134?
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Exhibit A: Quality of opposition
Perhaps the best illustration of Frankel’s brilliance as a racehorse was
how many top-level performers simply couldn’t lay a glove on him
when it was their turn to step into the ring.
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In total, Frankel came up against no fewer than 24 individual
Group/Grade One winners in his 14-race career and, whilst some put up
more of a fight than others, they all ultimately met with the same fate.
Fittingly, Frankel faced arguably his toughest test on his final start
when winning the 2012 Champion Stakes, always doing just enough
on softer going than ideal to land the spoils by a length and threequarters.
It was another outstanding performance and a brilliant race when you
consider that the pair who completed the frame were both multiple
Group One winners, namely the mud-loving French raider Cirrus des
Aigles, who had won the race in 2011, and old rival Nathaniel, who had
passed the post just half a length behind Frankel on their respective
debuts at Newmarket in August 2010.
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If Cirrus des Aigles was the highest-rated horse Frankel came up
against during his illustrious career, then Excelebration can probably
be called the most persistent.
Indeed, it’s fair to say that no horse suffered at the hands of Frankel
more than Excelebration, who was totally outclassed in all five of their
meetings, never getting closer than the two and a quarter lengths he
was beaten in the 2011 St James’s Palace Stakes.
Excelebration was still a three-time Group One winner in his own right,
though, and the performance he produced when winning the 2012
Queen Elizabeth II Stakes features among the best from any miler this
century – Frankel aside, of course.
Canford Cliffs, Dream Ahead and Farhh were other horses who
endured bruising encounters with Frankel but looked like bona fide
superstars when winning Group One races in which he didn’t feature
among the opposition.
In most normal years they would have been considered superstars –
there just wasn’t anything normal about the three years in which
Frankel was strutting his stuff on Britain’s turf.
Cirrus des Aigles, Excelebration and co all played an important role in
the Frankel story, though, and it’s just a shame that Baaeed has had so
few horses of that calibre to challenge him in the miling division since
he gained his first Group One win in last year’s Prix du Moulin de
Longchamp.
Baaeed has so far beaten only 13 individual Group/Grade One winners
in his career and has come up against just one horse with a Timeform
rating above 125. The horse in question was the five-time Group One
winner Palace Pier, who ended last season with a rating of 129 after
pushing Baaeed all the way to the line in a thrilling edition of the
Queen Elizabeth II Stakes.
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In his other Group One wins, Baaeed was chased home by the 120rated Order of Australia in the Prix du Moulin, the 125-rated Real World
in both the Lockinge Stakes and the Queen Anne Stakes, and the 122rated Modern Games in the Sussex Stakes.
Instead, it might be when Baaeed steps up to a mile and a quarter in
next month’s Juddmonte International at York that he finally comes up
against a rival capable of pushing him to even greater heights.
With a Timeform rating of 129, Mishriff looks a prime candidate when
he attempts to defend his crown on the Knavesmire. A six-length
winner last year, he proved at least as good as ever when suffering a
narrow defeat in the Coral-Eclipse on his penultimate start last month.

Exhibit B: Winning margins in Group One races
It’s rare for a horse to win a Group One by six lengths like Mishriff did in
last year’s Juddmonte International, but it became a regular sight
during Frankel’s glittering career. Indeed, it wasn’t just the number of
top-class horses Frankel beat which underlined his exceptional ability,
but also the manner in which he beat them.
Frankel was rated 143 at the end of his brilliant three-year-old
campaign in which his wins included the 2000 Guineas by the widest
margin (six lengths) for 65 years and the Sussex Stakes in which he
recorded the widest winning margin (five lengths) for 33 years.
Frankel returned to action the following year with a five-length defeat
of Excelebration in the Lockinge, but it was when he won the Queen
Anne on his next start that he settled the question about whether he
really was the best there had ever been, producing a breathtaking
performance that stretched his dominance as far as it was manifested
in any of his 14 races.
Always travelling strongly, Frankel went past his pacemaker Bullet
Train with less than three furlongs to go, Excelebration staying in touch
with him at first before Tom Queally unleashed Frankel, who burst
clear from the two-furlong pole and galloped on remorselessly.
Excelebration was four or five lengths in front of the rest until he
faltered inside the final furlong, almost certainly paying the penalty for
trying to keep up with Frankel and eventually holding on for second by
just a neck from Side Glance.
Frankel's best ever win? The 2012 Queen Anne Stakes at Royal Ascot!

Frankel's best ever win? The 2012 Queen Anne Stakes at Royal Ascot!

Excelebration had been beaten a little over 15 lengths in their four
previous encounters combined, but the Queen Anne was the day that
he finally cracked, passing the post fully 11 lengths behind his old rival,
a margin rarely seen in any Flat race, let alone a Group One.
Put simply, Frankel's superiority over his contemporaries was never
better exemplified than by his victory in the Queen Anne. On a strict
reading of the result, he gave a 29-lb beating to Excelebration, who was
considered to have run 15 lb below his best form, and a 30-lb beating to
Side Glance, who was 2 lb below form.
Crucially, it was this performance which saw Frankel’s rating raised
from 143 to 147, putting him clear of Sea-Bird (145), Brigadier Gerard
and Tudor Minstrel (both 144), the three highest-rated performers on
the Flat before Frankel came along. In other words, no horse in
Timeform's 76-year experience would have beaten him that day at
Royal Ascot.
Baaeed, on the other hand, is yet to confirm his superiority over his
contemporaries in quite the same expansive fashion that Frankel did
so consistently.
Perhaps he never will. After all, it simply doesn’t seem to be Baaeed’s
way to win by wide margins, only ever appearing to do just enough
once hitting the front.
Whilst Baaeed has started his four-year-old campaign in identical
fashion to Frankel by winning the Lockinge, the Queen Anne and the
Sussex, the cumulative margin for those three victories was just six and
three-quarter lengths compared to 22 lengths for Frankel.
Baaeed recorded his widest winning margin in a Group One when
beating Real World by three and a quarter lengths in the Lockinge,
producing a career-best effort despite leaving the impression he was
just going through the motions after being produced to lead over a
furlong out.
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In many ways Baaeed’s style of racing is similar to that of his sire, Sea
The Stars, who won six Group One races in as many months as a threeyear-old but in a fashion which made the task of assessing his
performances less than straightforward.
It was easier with Frankel because in most of his races – the Queen
Anne being a perfect case in point – he was made to show the full
measure of his superiority over those he ran against. His performances
were there in black and white.
As for Sea The Stars, his racing style and general demeanour often
contributed to him winning with something in reserve. He wasn’t
usually made to race right through to the end and demonstrate his
superiority to the full either – “he only does enough but, sure, enough
is enough if he wins,” was how his trainer John Oxx put it.
Nobody could be certain how much Sea The Stars had in hand at the
end of some of his races. It was a matter of opinion, not of fact, and
therefore will always be open to challenge.
It is exactly that challenge which faces Baaeed now, at least until he
puts daylight between himself and at least one genuinely top-class
rival.

Baaeed's sire Sea The Stars

Exhibit C: Performances on the clock
When it comes to assessing the performances of any horse, Timeform
take into account much more than just who they’ve beaten and the
margins involved.
Another essential tool in Timeform’s armory is the use of timefigures.
In an article written by Simon Rowlands titled “Frankel: The horse who
beat the clock as well as his rivals”, Rowlands explained: “Timeform
timefigures measure the worth of a horse's overall race time, once all
relevant factors – such as course, distance, state of the going, weight
carried, wind speed/direction and age – have been allowed for.

“They usually lag behind form-based ratings, as horses seldom run in
circumstances which allow them to maximise their speed throughout
a race.
“Frankel's timefigures lagged behind his ability, but his 136 peak
timefigure – achieved in both the 2000 Guineas and the International
Stakes – is the best by any horse this century.
“What's more, he is responsible for four of the best six timefigures of
the century, with this year's efforts in the Lockinge Stakes and
Champion Stakes weighing in at 134.
“As with form-based measures, it's not just that Frankel did it: he did it
time and again.”

10 years on and the best six timefigures since the turn of the century
remain as they were. In fact, there has been only one new entry into
the top 10 in the last decade, specifically the 132 timefigure returned by
Crystal Ocean when he was beaten just a neck behind stablemate
Poet’s Word in the 2018 King George VI and Queen Elizabeth Stakes
(Timeform holds the view that four-year-olds should be entitled to 1 lb
weight-for-age from their older rivals over a mile and a half and at that
stage of the season, so that explains why Crystal Ocean returned a
timefigure 1 lb superior to the year-older winner).
Sea The Stars also returned a 132 timefigure when winning the 2009
Coral-Eclipse, but what about Baaeed, who usurped Crystal Ocean as
Timeform’s highest-rated progeny of Sea The Stars when winning the
Lockinge earlier this year? Has he beaten the clock as well as every rival
to have lined up against him in his nine races to date?
In just one word: no.
Baaeed returned a 126 peak timefigure when winning the Queen
Anne, which isn’t even the best achieved in Britain this year, never
mind this century. On the same card Nature Strip returned a 129
timefigure when winning the King’s Stand Stakes, while Pyledriver
recently matched Baaeed’s 126 timefigure when springing a surprise in
the King George.
Of course, it should be pointed out that the Queen Anne was the only
one of the four Group One races Baaeed has contested in Britain to be
run at a sound pace. The Sussex, for example, was run at just an

ordinary gallop which didn’t help in terms of stretching Baaeed – or his
opponents – and the sprint for home developed only two furlongs out.
Given his undoubted talent, there must be a good chance that Baaeed
can run a fast time when the circumstances are set up for him to do so,
but it’s worth reiterating that he can only be judged on the evidence
before us.
There has been plenty of it to sift through – hopefully you’ve made it
this far – but it all points to only one horse being the greatest.
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Desert Crown is well on top at the finish at York

Dante Stakes winner Desert Crown and his
Epsom Derby bid for Sir Michael Stoute

Surface: Turf

Yeoman
J: Daniel Muscutt
T: J R Fanshawe

9/4

The King's Men
J: Connor Beasley
T: M Dods

9/4

Time Traveller
J: T Hamilton
T: R A Fahey
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Adam Houghton discusses the significance of
Desert Crown's win in the Dante Stakes and what a
sixth victory in the Epsom Derby would mean for
Sir Michael Stoute.
“...is potentially out of the top drawer and his position at the head of
the Derby betting is justified after this comfortable defeat of his two
ante-post market rivals, clearly heading to Epsom as a fast-improver
and with an excellent chance in what at this stage doesn't look likely to
be a vintage renewal.”

Click HERE for more information

If you didn’t know any differently, then the quote above could easily
have been describing Desert Crown following his success in Thursday’s
Dante Stakes at York.
The only obvious error is that the other ante-post favourites for this
year's Derby, namely Stone Age and Changingoftheguard, were both
safely tucked up in their boxes at Ballydoyle rather than putting their
classic credentials to the test on the Knavesmire, their trial wins
already having been achieved last week at Leopardstown and Chester
respectively.
Instead, the quote above formed part of the Timeform report following
the 2011 edition of the Dante, a race won in smooth fashion by Carlton
House to provide trainer Sir Michael Stoute with his sixth success in
Britain's pre-eminent Derby trial.
Click here for full Dante Stakes report and reaction
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Highstakesplayer
Desert Crown pictured with trainer Sir Michael Stoute (right) and jockey Richard Kingscote

F: 843112T: T Lacey
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Two of the five before him – Shahrastani (1986) and North Light (2004)

Iron Bridge

– went on to taste success in the Derby, but Carlton House himself
wasn’t quite so fortunate at Epsom. Beaten less than a length into
third behind Pour Moi, he was arguably unlucky not to finish closer still

F: 1/11T: Jonjo O'Neill

after being pushed wide on the home turn when hampered by a
couple of weakening outsiders.

My Stable

Western Beat
F: 828-882
T: M & D Easterby

My Stable

Inthepocket
F: 1T: H De Bromhead

My Stable

It was a regrettable result for all concerned, for lovers of a good story as
well as favourite backers. After all, Carlton House was owned by the
Queen, who is still yet to see her famous silks carried to victory in the
Derby after nearly 70 years of trying.
Incidentally, that wait is sure to go on at least one more year after the
Queen’s three entries for the premier classic were all withdrawn at the
latest forfeit stage, including last year’s Solario Stakes winner Reach
For The Moon for whom an intended prep race in the Dante came too
soon.
We won’t have a royal winner of the Derby in 2022 then – a race set to
take place amidst the Queen’s Platinum Jubilee celebrations, of course
– but we could have another Stoute-trained winner in the shape of
Desert Crown, who carries the same colours of Saeed Suhail as Kris Kin
did when winning the Derby in 2003.
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Stoute has won the Derby five times in total, with victories for Shergar
(1981) and Workforce (2010) bookending those of Shahrastani, Kris Kin
and North Light. Aidan O’Brien is the only active trainer to have
bettered that tally at Epsom, though it’s perhaps symptomatic of a
shift in power that six of his eight wins in the race have come in the 12
years since Stoute was last successful with Workforce.
There remain few better trainers than Stoute when it comes to
improving horses with age, but it’s fair to say that top-class three-yearolds in his care have been few and far between in the last decade or so,
particularly for a stable which would once have been your first port of
call when trying to find a potential Derby colt.
For context, Stoute has sent out only two runners in the Derby since
Carlton House finished third in 2011, with Across The Stars (tenth) and
Ulysses (twelfth) both finishing down the field behind Harzand in 2016.
It’s also worth pointing out that the yard sent out just one Group One
winner of any description in both 2020 and 2021 – the recently retired
sprinter Dream of Dreams, also in the Kris Kin silks of Saeed Suhail, was
the horse who came to the rescue in both years, winning the Diamond
Jubilee Stakes aged seven last year to go with his Sprint Cup victory
the previous summer.
It’s not just at the top level that Stoute has suffered either. All suffering
is relative, of course, but a return of 67 winners in 2021 was the lowest
since 2011 for a man crowned champion trainer in Britain on no fewer
than 10 occasions between 1981 and 2009.
There are certain parallels to be drawn between the career of Stoute
and that of his late sparring partner, Sir Henry Cecil, the only trainer to
have won the Dante seven times before he was joined on that number
on Thursday.
Cecil was himself crowned champion trainer in Britain on 10 occasions
between 1976 and 1993, but the early years of the twenty-first century
saw a marked decline in fortunes for Warren Place where the size of
the string fell from over 200 to around 60. At his lowest point in 2005,
Cecil sent out just 12 winners from 102 runners in Britain.

3h

2h

Now, things are a long way from getting that bad for Stoute, but he too
has been dealt some significant blows, both personally and
professionally, in the last couple of years alone.
Whilst having to deal with the death of his long-term partner Coral
Pritchard-Gordon in August 2020 following a long illness, Stoute has
also seen a decrease in the number of horses in his care. In 2021, for
example, Stoute saddled 324 runners in Britain which is his lowest tally
on that front this century.
It was also announced last month that Stoute would no longer be
training horses for Shadwell, while the fact he no longer has any horses
based at Beech Hurst Stables underlines that he isn’t operating on
quite the same scale as he has in previous years.
Stoute’s entire string is now based at Freemason Lodge – situated
adjacent to Beech Hurst on the Bury Road in Newmarket – and he
seemingly has no need for the second yard where Shergar was stabled
when winning the Derby more than 40 years ago. More recently,
Dream Of Dreams could call Beech Hurst home when registering his
Group One wins in 2020 and 2021.
That all helps to explain why the victory of Desert Crown was so
warmly received on the Knavesmire. The racing public clearly have a
huge amount of affection for Stoute, and the reception is sure to be
even more heartfelt if the same horse goes on to win at Epsom, much
like when Cecil celebrated his return to the top table following the
victory of Light Shift in the 2007 Oaks.
What is the likelihood of Desert Crown giving the crowd what they
want and providing Stoute with his sixth Derby victory in around three
weeks’ time? If you’re after a quick appraisal, then I refer you back to
the quote at the start of this article.
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Like Carlton House back then, Desert Crown is potentially out of the
top drawer and his position at the head of the Derby betting looks fully
justified following this three-and-a-quarter-length defeat of Royal
Patronage.
Admittedly, that rival was as big as 25/1 for the premier classic before
the Dante was run, but he still gives the form a very solid look as a
Group Two-winning juvenile who had run well for a long way when
eighth on his reappearance in the 2000 Guineas at Newmarket.
Desert Crown is clearly a fast-improver as well, this just the second
start of his career after a dominant maiden success at Nottingham in
November. Even in winning this Group Two he didn’t look fully
extended, so there must be every chance that he’ll have a bigger effort
in the locker when the situation demands it at Epsom.
Finally, it’s fair to say that the 2022 Derby doesn’t look likely to be a
vintage renewal, particularly in the absence of Luxembourg.
Nations Pride and Stone Age were Timeform’s highest-rated
contenders before the Dante was run, both with ratings of 118p, but
that represents a fairly low bar by recent standards. For context, only
twice before this century has the highest-rated runner been on a par
with that, when Sinndar won in 2000 and when Wings of Eagles won
in 2017.
That is why the Dante was such an important race and in the shape of
Desert Crown – who now has a Timeform rating of 121p – it certainly
had a worthy winner to give the Derby a real short in the arm.
Hopefully, the story ends a bit better for Stoute than it did with Carlton
House.
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